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ABSTRACT
The market for civil and military aerospace applications
shows an increasing demand for service-based contracting
("Performance Based Contracting" - PBC). These
contractual-concepts are based on guaranteed performance
indicators over a fixed period, enabling a share of the
financial risk between the system provider and the operator.
The realization of efficient condition monitoring capabilities
and reliable prognostics for prediction of spares and
personnel demands has been identified as one key enabling
factor for a successful implementation of PBC-concepts. To
ensure an optimal incorporation of the diagnostic &
prognostic functions needed for this purpose, the integration
has to be considered as a standard design task during the
development and certification phase, rising the need to adapt
existing development processes. This adaption includes the
extension of certification guidelines, definition of dedicated
requirements and realization of innovative verification
strategies. During the last years Airbus Defence & Space
was working on the definition of a development process for
integration of an innovative health management strategy
into new aircraft systems to support condition-based
operations. Following a summary of condition monitoring
and prognostic techniques, selected requirements and
guidelines for development of diagnostic & prognostic
functions will be presented and discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
For the civil aerospace sector, the highly competitive
situation and simultaneously continuously growing market
are motivating factors for the development of new and
attractive business models. The global competition has also
an increasing relevance for the military sector but the only
annually available funding of the governmental customers is
an additional regulating factor. To realize new development
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programs under these conditions and in despite of more and
more limited budgets, future activities have to ensure
minimized and predictable costs for development and
operation & support. PBC-concepts are one possible
solution to reduce the financial and operational risk for the
operator, while providing technical sophisticated systems.
The main attributes of such PBC-concepts are therefore
defined through cost efficiency and operational
performance, whereas the respective contents of the contract
are application specific.
Beside the system design itself, the strategy for maintenance
and on-demand provisioning of resources is one of the
fundamental aspects to control operation & support costs
and system availability (Lee et. al, 2008). Hence
provisioning of spare parts and qualified personnel at the
right place and the right time without any oversupply to
avoid excessive costs for personnel, production and
logistics, is one major challenge for the successful
implementation of PBC-concepts (Reimann et. al, 2009).
This demand can be fostered through an efficient health
management system with failure prognosis capabilities
(Jazouli & Sandborn, 2011 and Wilmering & Ramesh,
2004). A maximum capitalization of the information
provided by the health management system can only be
achieved with an integrated solution for condition-based
maintenance and mission management. An appropriate
development process is a mandatory prerequisite to integrate
these capabilities into a new system design. The
establishment of such a process for the development and
certification of integrated diagnostic & prognostic functions
to enable condition-based decision-making is still an
ongoing task. The majority of publications in the field of
Prognostics & Health Management (PHM) are discussing
modelling, simulation and algorithms for various
applications. Only very few authors have discussed the topic
of validation & verification as part of a development process
to an extent that can be applied to aerospace applications
(Kacprzynski et. al, 2004, Leao et. al, 2008 and Saxena et.
al, 2010). The aim of this paper is to detail an approach that
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allows for inclusion and verification of design requirements
for PHM functions into the development process for new or
legacy systems. After an introduction to the principles of
Condition-Based Operations a review of the current status
within the emerging field of diagnostics & prognostics will
be given. According to the main aim of the paper, the status
reviews are followed by the derivation of appropriate design
requirements and established validation & verification
strategies.
2. DESIGN ELEMENTS OF CONDITION-BASED OPERATIONS
The main elements of condition-based operations as
considered by Airbus Defence & Space are depicted in
Figure 1:
1.

On-board health management functions and data
transmission.

2.

Evaluation of health management information using
prognostic functions to enable predictive decision
support.

3.

4.
5.

diagnostics & prognostics is one important contributor for
the realization of condition-based operations, as the
information from the health management system is one of
the main inputs to dynamically optimize maintenance and
mission planning.
As for the development of other on-board and off-board
functions, diagnostics & prognostics also require the
definition of verifiable design requirements. Airbus Defence
& Space has developed a virtual framework to support the
validation & verification of design requirements for a health
management system (Mikat et. al, 2012). The model
described in (Mikat et. al, 2012) has been validated against a
certified environment and the requirements and concepts
described in this paper are now an integral part of the
framework to support the development of diagnostic &
prognostic functions. The implementation is done as shown
in Figure 2. The contents of this paper are discussing
selected requirements and concepts from the elements
marked with "Requirements Application".

Decision Support including evaluation of different
options for dynamic mission and maintenance
scheduling.
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Technology
Challenges

Figure 1. Design elements of condition-based operations
The main technology challenges can be seen in the
development
of
on-board
monitoring
functions,
regularizations for data security, integration of off-board
functions for predictive maintenance and mission
management and the on-demand strategy for supplier and
logistic supply chain management. Apart from the
technology maturation, all design elements need to be
developed under the guidelines of the respective authorities
to ensure certifiability for new products and continued
airworthiness for upgrades of legacy systems. The field of

The following chapters will focus on a status review of
condition monitoring in general and prognostics as an
integral part for condition-based operations. The main
requirements for definition of diagnostic & prognostic
functions that can be applied to any design task from this
field are presented and discussed. The discussion includes
the implementation of a general approach to evaluate the
performance of prognostic concepts.
2.1. Condition Monitoring
Today's condition monitoring systems for aircraft
applications are based on a combination of Built-In-Tests
(BIT) and health monitoring systems (Srivastra, 2009).
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Therefore dedicated instrumentations and data analysis
concepts are considered during the system design stage. The
BIT shall ensure that all relevant failure modes become
evident to the flight operator. Different classes of BITs
("Power-Up BIT" during component or system start,
"Continuous BIT" during continuous operation and
"Initiated BIT" during specific operating conditions) are
considered and evaluated according to a predefined
monitoring concept. The results from the BIT monitors are
compared with specified thresholds, to decide whether the
respective function can be supported as required.
Repeatability and reliability of the BIT is ensured by the
fixed test procedures and thresholds for unacceptable
conditions that have been defined and verified during
component and system qualification. The evaluation of BIT
information is a mandatory input to continuously verify the
airworthiness of the operating system.
In addition to BITs, selected parameters and conditions are
subject to a continuous monitoring and assessment of the
remaining margin to predefined damage or performance
thresholds (COndition Monitoring function - COM).
Examples are the "Usage Monitoring" for structural parts
(Hunt & Hebden, 1998) or "Engine Trend Monitoring" for
jet engines (Kühl & Pakszies, 2011).
Damage Threshold
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20
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Mean Time Between Failure

Figure 3. Condition Monitoring concepts and impact on the
operating system
The main difference between these two approaches can be
seen in the high reliability of the BIT to distinguish between
two conditions (operative or non-operative) and the
capability of the COM to continuously quantify changes in
the operating conditions before a failure or malfunction
occurs. The impact of BIT and COM on maintenance
intervals and the useful life consumption is shown in Figure
3. The BIT would indicate the failure when the predefined
threshold is exceeded, causing an operational interruption
due to a failure event, while the COM avoids the failure and
maximise the availability by the initiation of a preventive
maintenance action. The waste of useful life
can be
minimized with increasing accuracy of the diagnostic &
prognostic function. For real world applications E will

always be greater than zero, affecting the useful life
consumption of the monitored equipment adversely but
avoiding unacceptable degradation levels. Therefore the
design aim for COM functions should be to maximize the
component utilization (which is equivalent to minimizing
), while also ensuring a simple and robust monitoring
concept with a minimum impact on the system design and
operation.
2.1.1. Classification of Condition Monitoring
In general condition monitoring techniques can be classified
into data-driven and model-based approaches (Venkat et. al
Part I, 2003 and Schaab, 2010):
Diagnostics
Diagnostics
Data-driven
Data-driven

Model-based
Model-based

Qualitative
Qualitative

Quantitative
Quantitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

• Limit Checking
• Plausibility Checks

• Feature Extraction
• Pattern Recognition

• Digraphs
• Fault Trees

Quantitative
Quantitative
• Parity Equations
• Bayesian Estimation
• Observers
• Parameter Estimation

Figure 4. Classification of diagnostic approaches
The class of qualitative data-driven approaches is robust and
easy to implement. Limit checking and plausibility checks
are used for numerous industrial applications (Münchhof,
2006). These concepts require usually no complex
algorithms and the main effort can be seen in the derivation
of reasonable thresholds to decide whether the monitored
function is satisfying its requirements or not.
The quantitative methods are utilizing extensive datasets
with and without failure signatures to identify whether the
observed process has a nominal or faulty behaviour. The
health assessment is done based on pattern recognition
algorithms, by analyzing selected features from the
collected data (Venkat et. al Part III, 2003). The concept for
feature generation is very problem specific and needs to
ensure that the fault signature is evident to the algorithms
for pattern recognition. Commonly used classification
methods include but are not limited to Bayesian Decision
Theory (Pipe, K., 2003), Neural Networks (Ypma, 2001)
and Support Vector Machines (Schaab, Harrington &
Klingauf, 2007).
Model-based approaches are utilizing a logical or
mathematical description of the monitored process to
compare the expected behaviour with actual measurements.
The results of this comparison are used to derive estimates
for the actual health status.
Qualitative models are an abstracted version of the
underlying process and are used if no detailed physical
modeling is needed or the complexity of the process does
prohibit the model development (Venkat et. al, Part II,
2003). One example are logical graphs, which include
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information about the cause-effect relationship of failure
modes that can be used for fault detection and isolation
(Chung-Chien & Cheng-Ching, 1990).
Quantitative model-based methods are based on a detailed
mathematical model, which represents a virtual redundancy
of the monitored process. The models are used to derive a
residual, which describes in case of a fault occurrence the
difference between the nominal and faulty behaviour. The
residual is then used to isolate and quantify deteriorations or
malfunctions of the process. Various examples like parity
equations (Isermann, 2006), recursive Bayesian estimation
(Crepin & Kreß, 2000) or parameter estimations techniques
(Isermann, 1992) have been discussed.
Following the above given definition for BITs and COM,
the BIT can usually be seen in the context of qualitative
methods, enabling detection and isolation of an already
occurred failure. The capability to detect, isolate and
quantify a deviation from the nominal behaviour requires a
deeper analysis of the monitored process and therefore
COM approaches would be expected to come from the field
of quantitative methods.
2.1.2. Development of Condition Monitoring
The development of the above mentioned capabilities needs
the establishment of design requirements for validation &
verification of the diagnostic performance. To support this
task, the following qualitative requirements have been
identified as relevant for the development of Diagnostic
Functions (DF) for all COM monitored items:


The DF shall indicate the minimum detectable damage
size.



The DF shall quantify the remaining margin until the
damage size exceeds a maximum allowable limit.



The DF shall enable root cause isolation on component
level.



The DF shall provide the confidence level of damage
size quantification.



Each DF shall be provided with a value for the critical
damage size of the monitored feature.

Once the requirements for DFs have been defined, the
particular monitoring concepts and applied algorithms
combination is very problem specific, therefore the task
needs a case by case solution. The following set of
quantitative requirements is considered as a generic baseline
to verify the diagnostic performance of DFs:


The system shall ensure a Diagnostic Capability Rate
(DCR) of more than X%.



The DF shall achieve a probability of detection of more
than X%.



The number of COM false alarms shall be less than X%
of all COM failure detections.



All DF shall ensure an error for damage quantification
of less than X%.



All DF shall ensure an uncertainty for damage
quantification of less than X%.



All DF shall ensure a probability of failure detection of
more than X%.

The following definitions are used for these requirements:


The DCR is defined as (FRD = Failure Rates of
components with diagnostic capabilities; FRSYS =
System Failure Rate):
DCR 

 FR

D

FRSYS

100

(1)



Probability of detection shall be defined as the
probability to detect the minimum detectable damage
size.



Uncertainty of damage quantification shall be defined
as the X% probability for correct damage assessment.



Probability of failure detection shall be defined as the
probability to detect an exceedance of the maximum
allowable damage size.

The capability to quantify incipient failures is seen as a
prerequisite for prognostics, as the output from the DF will
be used to predict the future state of the degradation.
2.2. Prognostics
The task of prognostics is to determine the point in time,
from where on the specified requirements of a function
cannot be satisfied anymore. The criterion of failure can be
defined through an unacceptable deviation from any
operating condition or the loss of functionality.
2.2.1. Classification of Prognostics
The different concepts for the implementation of
prognostics can be divided into data-driven, model-based
and hybrid approaches (Schwabacher, 2005, Medjaher et. al,
2013 and Goebel, Saha & Saxena, 2008):
Prognostics
Prognostics

Data-driven
Data-driven

Reliability
Reliability
Analysis
Analysis

Trend
Trend
Monitoring
Monitoring

Lifetime
Lifetime
Analysis
Analysis

Hybrid
Hybrid

Process
Process
Analysis
Analysis

Model-based
Model-based

Degradation
Degradation
Modelling
Modelling

Expert
Expert
Systems
Systems

Figure 5. Classification of prognostic approaches
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The Reliability Analysis is based on a statistical evaluation
of collected failure modes and correlation with recorded
operating conditions to derive an estimate of the useful life
for a given usage profile. No information about the real
status will be used. Conservative assumptions can minimize
the risk of failure but the useful life consumption is
overestimated and a mismatch between the real and
theoretical usage profile rises the risk for a failure during
operation (Jaloretto et. al, 2009). The Weibull analysis is
one of the most popular methods for Reliability Analysis
(Groer, 2000).
Trend Monitoring uses time series regression of selected
features to extrapolate an observed trend to a predefined
threshold. With a meaningful selection of features, it is
possible to gain sufficient knowledge about the real status of
the system and about the future trend of the health status. As
Trend Monitoring is usually adapted to the incoming
observations, the potential for inclusion of prior knowledge
is limited (Maio & Zio, 2010). Trend monitoring is applied
if the degradation process is not sufficiently known or the
used parameters are built up by numerous processes and no
comprehensive data-base for the development of damage
propagation models is available. Various methods from the
field of auto-regression are common practice for Trend
Monitoring tasks (Pandian & Ali, 2010).
The Lifetime Analysis establishes a direct link between the
current condition and the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of
the monitored item, without considering the real path of the
degradation process (Gebraeel & Lawley, 2008).
Concepts from the data-driven Process Analysis domain are
utilizing collected information about the degradation path
and relevant operating conditions to identify a suitable
damage propagation model. The identified model is then
used to predict the degradation trend as a function of
operating conditions and the current health status, until a
predefined threshold is exceeded. Commonly used methods
are Neural Networks (Rao et. al, 2012), Support Vector
Machines (Khawaja & Vachtsevanos, 2009) or FuzzyInference Systems (Javed et. al, 2011). The Gaussian
Process is a quite new and powerful method for data-model
identification through non-parametric regression (Liu et. al,
2013). The strength of data-driven process analysis can be
seen in the wide field of applications and in the fact that no
or only very limited prior knowledge about the underlying
process is needed to derive a suitable model. Restrictions
are mainly resulting from the limited applicability for
extrapolation beyond the training data sets and the blackbox character of the identified models. Additionally it
cannot be guaranteed that the identified solution represents a
global optimum of the problem, causing single fractions of
the training data to have a higher weighting. Especially in
the case of prognostics, this can cause divergence of the
results (Wang & Wang, 2012).

Model-based techniques utilize detailed knowledge about
the relationship between measurements, design parameters
and the degradation trends to derive functional or physical
models. The identification of model parameters and states
shall enable an exact assessment of the monitored indicator
and related uncertainties (model errors, measurements
errors, bandwidth of operating conditions). For optimal
support of the respective tasks, different models are used for
identification (process model) and prediction (damage
model) (Daigle et. al, 2012). The monitored state and all
related uncertainties are estimated with the process model.
The damage model is used to determine the degradation
path until a predefined criterion is met. The most popular
approaches are using recursive Bayesian estimators like the
Kalman Filter for linear models (Celaya et. al, 2011),
Extended Kalman Filter (Bechhoefer, 2008) and Unscented
Kalman Filter for nonlinear models (Zhang & Pisu, 2012)
and particle filter for non-Gaussian distributed variables and
states (Zhu et. al, 2013).
Hybrid estimation schemes with multiple-model approaches
optimize the local applicability of single models, improving
quality of the overall prognostic performance and robustness
(Li & Jilkov, 2003 and Chen, 2011).
Expert systems are based on a detailed technical
understanding of the relationship and interactions between a
Condition Indicator (CI) and the RUL. Fixed model
structures or predefined decision trees are used to generate
the estimate, without the capability to adapt the model
structure to a new observation. With sufficient knowledge
and experience, these approaches can enable an optimized
prognosis but have a very limited robustness against model
and measurement uncertainties (Brotherton, 2000).
Hybrid approaches combine the strengths from data- and
model-based concepts to provide an optimized solution for
the prognostic task. Common implementations are
compensating measurement uncertainties or performing
parameter estimation for data-driven concepts with adaptive
filtering (Liu et. al, 2013) or provide data-modules to extend
model structures with elements that cannot be modelled
(Anger, Schrader, & Klingauf, 2012).
A qualitative overview about the fields of application for
data-driven, model-based and hybrid concepts in general is
depicted in Figure 6.
All mentioned prognostic approaches can be classified into
two main categories:


Lifetime calculation



Failure prognosis

Only approaches that are enabling the prediction of the path
for a CI under consideration of future operating conditions
are accounted for the category of failure prognosis. This
includes trend monitoring, selected data-driven process
analysis concepts as well as model-based approaches, which
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are using damage propagation models or suitable expert
systems.
Artificial Intelligence approaches

Amount / Quality of Data

Trend Monitoring

Unexplored domain

uncertain information needs the characterization of the
uncertainty itself. Hence, a failure prognosis shall provide
not simply the trend of a CI but the whole time-dependent
probability density function of the predicted feature, with an
over time increasing variance (Lybeck et. al, 2007).

Model-based domain
Data-driven domain
Hybrid concepts

Deterministic
Models

Probabilistic
Models

Amount / Quality of Models

Figure 6. Areas of application for prognostic concepts
Exact determination of the CI and related uncertainties for
damage quantification through appropriate DFs are a
prerequisite for failure prognosis. The period for which the
prognosis can satisfy certain accuracy and precision
requirements is called prognostic horizon and indicates the
potential for predictive measures like spare parts ordering or
maintenance scheduling. For a definition of prognostic
horizon the reader should refer to section 7 or to Saxena,
Celaya, Balaban, Goebel, Saha B., Saha S. and
Schwabacher 2008.
Every failure prognosis accumulates and integrates all
uncertainties for damage quantification, prediction of
damage trends and impact of future operating conditions:
Prognostics deals therefore with uncertainty. In the last step
of the DF, before the prognosis is started, uncertainties
come from the imperfect data acquisition and representation
of the underlying process of damage quantification as well
as uncertain knowledge of future inputs. Since these sources
of uncertainty cannot be avoided, the full prognostic task
deals with variables like remaining useful life and end of
life that are random in nature. For these reasons, every
prognostic algorithm must account for these inherent
uncertainties. Moreover every conceived algorithm
contributes to increase the uncertainty of the overall
framework: the conceived algorithm has in fact just a partial
knowledge of the state of the system at the time in which a
prediction is initialized, of the future input statistics, of the
description of the underlying process and above all it does
not know exactly which model the system will follow
during the time interval of prediction.
All the above-mentioned considerations make then the
prognostic process a highly stochastic task. The final aim of
the full prognostic process is to support the risk
management for predictive planning, by means of the
reliable determination of the expected RUL and related
confidence limits: therefore making decisions based on

The way in which uncertainty is handled is therefore of
paramount importance: however not so many papers in the
literature are dealing with uncertainty propagation
(Sankararaman et. al, 2011, Saha, Quach & Goebel, 2012,
Luo e. al, 2008, Edwards, Orchard, Tang, Goebel, &
Vachtsevanos, 2010, Daigle, Saxena, & Goebel, 2012 and
Candela, Girard, Larsen & Rasmussen, 2003) as far as the
authors knowledge is concerned. In what follows a
discussion regarding this topic will be provided. In
particular, the problem of propagating the first two
statistical moments (mean and variance) of a CI will be
addressed together with the final derivation of the timedependent probability of failure information (giving then the
expected RUL, End of Life and the corresponding
confidence limits).
First task of a generic prognostic process is to forecast the
statistics of the CI: that is in other words to derive for future
time instants its mean and variance or, if possible, the full
Probability Density Function (PDF), that provides also the
moments of higher order of the distribution.
Assuming that a model equation is available for the process
describing the CI, the propagation of its statistics could be
accomplished by considering the general equation (Eq. 3)
proposed in the ISO Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty
in Measurement (ISO/IEC Guide 98-3, 2008): an example
of a generic model equation is here considered. The model
equation is a function of Z number of inputs z , namely: x
(=1, 2, …, X); the time index kt and the value that the
function itself assumed a time-step before (a generic lagdependency of course can here be considered).
CI  CI ( z1 , z2 ,..., z Z )  ...
CI (kt , x1 , x2 ,...x X , CI (kt 1 ))

(2)

Considering the simplified circumstances in which inputs
have no cross-correlation, the uncertainty u of the CI can be
expressed by means of the following equation:
u (CI ) 

 CI  2

  u ( z  )

1 
  


 Z



z


(3)

In which the uncertainty corresponding to each input
propagates through the partial derivative with respect to the
input itself; the derivative can be therefore thought as a
sensitivity factor. Following the test-case suggested by
(Eq.4), in Figure 7 the result from the uncertainty
propagation of a model equation with X=2 is shown
(reasonable ux1 and ux2 values have been assumed regarding
the inputs uncertainty, 30% and 15% of the respective
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definition's domains of x1 and x2), whilst time index is
considered a certain information).
CI  CI1 ( x1 )  CI 2 ( x2 )  ...
CI 3 (kt , x1 , x2 )  CI 4 (CI (kt 1 ))
rR

sS

r 0

s 0

CI1  c  e x1   ar  x1r ; CI 2   bs  x2s ;

(4)

CI 3  2  kt  x1  x2  kt2 ; CI 4  d  CI (kt 1 )
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Figure 7. Mean and variance propagation
More in detail, the upper couple of pictures shows the
prediction for a model equation with R=S=5 (highly nonlinear; see Eq. 4) whilst the lower couple of pictures has
R=S=2. The upper pictures stress the possible issues with
this approach (in what follows as uncertainty has been
always considered three times the value of the
corresponding standard deviation): the reliability and
accuracy of the uncertainty propagation decreases as the
non-linearity of the system increases. The more the system
has a non-linear behavior, the more the uncertainty
propagation through the use of the partial derivatives fails,
since the first derivative alone is not able to capture the full
dynamic. As a matter of fact, the predicted uncertainty takes
values apart from the real ones that are calculated by means
of a Monte-Carlo simulation. Moreover, the approach here
used, and based on the ISO Guide above mentioned, tackles
only situations, in which we have at our disposal a closed
form equation. If a recursion takes place, for example if a
state-space-based system is used in which the previous state
estimation is used as input to the current estimation step,

then the approach, as here has been presented, is not
applicable.
However, the above requirements are not always fulfilled,
and therefore for many models the predictive density can
only be approximated using Monte-Carlo sampling, local
expansions or variational approaches. In these cases a
Bayesian approach is generally followed (Daigle, Saxena, &
Goebel, 2012 and Candela, Girard, Larsen & Rasmussen,
2003); the Bayesian kernel methods have proven to be very
efficient nonlinear models (Rasmussen, 1996 and
Quinonero-Candela & Hansen, 2002) with flexible
approximation capabilities and high generalization
performance. As known, recursive sequential Bayesian
filters are probabilistic approaches adopted to estimate an
unknown PDF recursively over time; they make use of a
mathematical process model and of incoming
measurements. The estimation consists of two steps, namely
prediction and correction: within the prediction step, the
system state is projected in time towards a future state using
the process model; then, by means of the incoming
measurements, the statistics of the system are updated. The
described framework could then be adapted within a
prognostic task, applying a multi-step ahead prediction,
assuming no more measurements will be available. The
mathematics beneath the Bayesian filter remains the same,
but the correction step. In fact, having no measurements, the
error is assumed to be zero. This way the mean and variance
of a CI are reasonably forecasted.
Remaining within the Bayesian modelling, in (Daigle,
Saxena, & Goebel, 2012) a different approach is proposed.
Here the authors have developed a sample-based algorithm
for predicting the remaining useful life distribution,
accounting for the different sources of uncertainties. By
adopting the unscented transformation (Julier & Uhlmann,
2004), the method allows one to sample from future input
trajectories, maintaining at the end of the prediction the
statistics as well. Moreover, having the unscented
transformation deterministically accomplished, RUL
predictions are deterministically bounded as well (and this is
- in safety-critical systems - of great importance, if we think
to the verification, validation, and certification protocols in
the aerospace domain). In (Candela, Girard, Larsen &
Rasmussen, 2003), Gaussian Process and Relevant Vector
Machine approaches are used to propagate uncertainty. The
paper aims to increase the prediction reliability by taking
into consideration also the uncertainty associated to
predicted values that are recursively used within the
multiple-step ahead forecasting. A novel analytical
expression is in fact derived for the predicted mean and
variance.
Regardless of the approach followed, the first task of a
prognostic process is to forecast the statistics of the CI, so
that one has at his disposal the PDF of CI for future time
(PDFCI,t). In order to determine the so called Probability of
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Failure (PoF) of the unit under investigation, the statistics
(in terms - for example - of the Cumulative Distribution
Function - CDF) of the value assumed by the CI
corresponding to failed conditions CDFCI has to be known;
this can be derived experimentally or assumed with
common engineering sense.
This way PoFt, indicating the probability that the monitored
component fails at time t, can be derived:
CI  

PoFt 

 PDF

CI ,t

 CDFCI  CI

(5)

CI  0

2.2.2. Development of Prognostics
The development of prognostics can be seen as a special
case of software development, as the verification of the
prognostic capabilities usually is very cost and time
consuming and requires many test cases to prove the
accuracy and precision of prediction. Since legacy systems
usually do not provide the type and quality of information
that is needed to support the development of failure
prognosis, then the need to perform destructive testing for a
new system design will highly adversely affect the
development cost and time schedule for the certification of
the operating system. The limiting factors for the realization
of a predictive decision support are shown in Figure 10. The
overall limit for the development of prognostic concepts is
represented by the technology's maturation regarding data
collection and available prognostic algorithms; for this
reason the particular design, expressed through the required
prognostic performance, will be defined by the application
for economical, mission or safety critical functions.
Moreover, due to the fact that autonomous mission support
functions would require on-board applications, the
integration into the off-board environment will enable the
usage of more computing resources, extending so the list of
applicable concepts and access to stored data.
Complexity

From this distribution could be derived then the expected
RUL (that is corresponding to the time at which the PoF i.e.
is equal to 0.5 or 50%) and/or other needed confidence
limits. In the following figure, the resulting PoF is shown,
together with two different forecasted PDFs of the CI and
the probability density function from which the CDFCI is
derived.

deviation between the real and predicted values and the
related uncertainties. These interrelations are depicted in
Figure 9.

Figure 8. Failure Prognosis with distributed threshold
To maximize the use of prognostics, the expected RUL has
to be estimated with high accuracy and low uncertainty. The
quality of prognosis increases with the prognostic horizon
and the level of convergence of the expectation value and
confidence limits against the real degradation path. The
most important aspect for capitalization of prognostics is the
accurate RUL estimation when the spare parts are ordered
and condition-based maintenance is scheduled.
RUL
Prediction Uncertainty
100%

Real State
To be minimised (Logistic Footprint)

Updated Predictions

To be minimised (Availability)

Lead
Time
Mission
Duration
0%
Fault Detection

Spare Parts Order

Maintenance Order

Equipment Failure
Operating
Time

Figure 9. Impact of prognostic performance on logistics and
maintenance scheduling
The potential for optimization of the logistic and
maintenance process is inversely proportional to the

HW Design

€↑

Computing
Resources
Economics

Technology

Safety

Performance
On-Board Application
Off-Board Application

SW Design
(Mission Critical)

SW Design
(Safety Critical)

Figure 10. Considerations for development of Prognostics
As discussed in section 2.2.1, a variety of different
approaches exist to implement Prognostic Functions (PFs).
The quality/quantity of available degradation data and prior
knowledge about the physics of degradation are determining
whether data-driven or model-based approaches should be
favored. After the initial decision about the type of solution
that will be followed, a concept is needed to investigate
advantages and disadvantages of different implementations
and assess their prognostic performance during the design
phase. Airbus Defence & Space has developed a framework
to support these tasks and to enable prioritization of the
most suitable prognostic approach without consideration of
cost elements (see Figure 11).
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The shown process aims for a stepwise evaluation of
selected performance metrics, successively enhancing the
database for prognosis by increasing the number of used
training datasets. The verification of prognostic capabilities
is done for each test dataset k = 1:Q, whereas each single
set is composed of i = 1:N time increments for starting the
prognosis.
datasets

Classification

Data
M datasets

Q datasets

Training

Testing

j datasets

performance. The classification into training and test data
should follow a structured approach, to ensure that the
information content is comparable and the results are
representative for the achievable performance of the tested
prognostic concept. Dedicated test cases for evaluation of
limitations and robustness can be added at a later stage.
To simplify the comparison of results for different test runs
k, the time dependency of the datasets can be normalized, by
replacing the usage time T (in calendar time, cycles or
operating hours) by a unitless value  for all time
increments:

data [k]

1:N ,k 

k=1
k = k+1
...
k=Q

Prognostic Framework
MAPE
j=1
j = j+1
...
j=M

RULk

 0 ,...,1

(6)

T1,k  t 0 k

with:

SSD

T1:N ,k

Results
18

MAD

16,15

TN ,k  EoLk

15,30

16
14,08
14
Total Score

Weighted
Average

FP

12
10
8
6

FN

4

j == M
k == Q

PH
PP

2
0
Score GP-UKF (TUD)

Score MBP (TUD)

Score GP-UKF (CAS)

Algorithm

Data
Frame Size
Metrics

Relevance
Weighting

Prognostic
Performance
Metrics

The prognostic error  needs to be calculated for each
individual test run and -step of RUL*i,k:

 i ,k  RULk  RUL *i ,k

k == Q

Figure 11. Framework for assessment of prognostic
performance
In what follows, a set of general definitions will be provided
(see Figure 12) regarding the conceived process: up to time
t0, diagnostic information is collected and used to derive the
current health status and uncertainties for damage
quantification, the item fails at EoL with a real remaining
useful life of RUL. The prognosis starts at t0 and estimates
the predicted remaining useful life RUL*, with EoP (End of
Prediction) as the point in time when the forecasted
indicator distribution (the PDF of CI) is such that the
cumulative of the PoF exceeds 50%. The upper and lower
confidence limits of RUL* predictions are denoted by
RULUL* and RULLL* respectively (UL (or ul): Upper Limit;
LL (or ll): Lower Limit).

(7)

The same is required for the upper and lower confidence
limits of RUL predictions:

uli ,k  RULk  RULUL *i ,k

(8)

ll i ,k  RULk  RULLL *i ,k

(9)

For a consistent prognosis, the relative difference between
EoL and EoP should reduce towards zero with increasing
damage size, as the equipment approaches EoL. To account
for that higher relevance of later predictions (increasing ),
an exponential scaling factor  is introduced:

1:N ,k  exp 1:N ,k  arg max1:N ,k   w

(10)

Where w denotes a factor for relevance weighting of the
different predictions (see Figure 13).
1

t
RUL
t0

EoL
RUL*

RULLL*

()

0.8

0.6

RULUL*
EoP

Figure 12. Definitions for prognostics
According to the general approach for system identification
tasks, a prerequisite for performance evaluation is to classify
the available data into "known" training data and
"unknown" test data. All training data can be used for the
development of prognostic concepts, while the test data
should be used for verification of the prognostic

0.4
w=0
w=1
w=2
w=3

0.2

0
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
 [-]

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Figure 13.  relevance weighting for performance criteria
Based on the contents of (Saxena et. al, 2008), the following
criteria have been derived to support the identification of the
most suitable prognostic approach:
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1.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE):
N


MAPE k 

i 1



i

 i ,k
RULi ,k
i 1

2.

 100

(11)

N



6.

The - metric is used to identify the point in time from
where on the predicted RUL remains within the confidence
limits given by f1 and f2 (Eq. (16) & Eq. (17), see shaded
region in Figure 14):

i

Sample Standard Deviation (SSD):
2
  i   i,k   k 
N

SSDk 

i 1

i 1

with:

RUL1:N ,k  t 0k 

f1,1:N ,k  1    
  100
EoLk



(16)

RUL1:N ,k  t 0k 

f 2,1:N ,k  1    
  100
EoLk



(17)

(12)

N



- Performance:

i



k 

1 N
   i ,k
N i 1



1 N
  i
N i 1

The SSD criterion is applicable for Gaussian distributions of
i,k.
3.

Mean Absolute Deviation from Median (MAD):

   
N

MADk 

i 1

i

i 1

with:

k

Figure 14. - plot with  = 10%


(13)

N



i ,k

 ~

i



Prognostic Accuracy (PA):

~k  median( 1:N ,k )

Point from where on the average of RUL predictions
remains stable within the given -limits (PA,k).

The MAD criterion is applicable for non-Gaussian
distributions of i,k.
4.

False Positives (FP):
N
 FPi ,k  1, uli ,k  0
FPk    FPi ,k 
i 1
 FPi ,k  0, uli ,k  0

(14)

The FP criterion identifies the predictions that would cause
an unacceptable early replacement, affecting operational
availability adversely.
5.

False Negatives (FN):
N
 FNi ,k  1, ll i ,k  0
FN k    FNi ,k 
i 1
 FNi ,k  0, ll i ,k  0

Two performance values can be derived from the -
analysis (see Figure 14):

(15)

Prognostic Precision (PP):
Point from where on both confidence limits of RUL
predictions remain stable within the given -limits (PP,k).
7.

Prognostic Horizon (PH):

The PH-metric indicates the point in time (PH,k) from where
on the predictions stay stable within the confidence limits
given by g1 and g2 (Eq. (18) & E. (19), see shaded region in
Figure 15):
 RUL1:N ,k  t 0 k 

g1,1:N ,k  
    100
EoL
k



(18)

 RUL1:N ,k  t 0 k 

g 2,1:N ,k  
    100
EoLk



(19)

The FN criterion identifies the predictions that would cause
an unacceptable late replacement, affecting safety adversely.
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The unit for RUL estimations (time-based, cycle-based
or calendar-based) shall be predefined for each PF.



The PF shall enable prognosis from entering into
service without availability of comprehensive data sets.



The PF shall provide capabilities for continuous
improvement over the life cycle of the operating
system.



The PF shall enable evaluation of different future
operating profiles.



Determination of a suitable condition indicator for
damage quantification and related uncertainties shall be
the task of a diagnostic system and be provided to the
PF.

The resulting performance values pl,1:M are simply the
arithmetic means of the applied "Prognostic Performance
Metrics".



The process for achieving prognostic capabilities as
well as the prognosis itself must not be real-time
capable.

Additional criteria are needed if the evolution of the
prognostic performance with an increasing number of
training datasets j = 1:M shall be considered. These criteria
are defined as "Data Frame Size Metrics" to account for the
dimensions of the training datasets. Therefore the weighted
average l of each criterion pl,1:M and each training dataset
m1:M is used to assess the capability for continuous
improvement during the life cycle:



The PF shall provide uncertainty estimates for RUL
predictions to support risk analysis for logistics and
maintenance scheduling.



Evaluation of selected criteria shall enable assessment
of the prognostic performance and design requirements.

Figure 15. Prognostic Horizon plot with  = 10%

M

l 

q
j 1

j

 pl , j

M

qj

(20)

j 1

with

q j  exp dim( m j )  arg maxdim( m j   w

Where qj denotes a weighting factor, addressing more
relevance to the datasets including more information with
dim(mj) as the dimension of training data used in dataset mj.
If a unique resulting performance value is needed to
simplify the comparison of different approaches, a weighted
average of all criteria 1:L can be used. The individual
weighting should reflect the relevance of the respective
criterion. Independent of the type of application, the FN and
PH criteria shall have a high weighting, as they are
representing the risk for failure during operation and the
prognostic lead time for predictive planning.
Similar to other conventional design tasks from the field of
HW or SW development, prognostics do also need the
definition of design requirements, which can be used to
perform validation & verification during the design stage of
a new system. To support this task, the following qualitative
requirements have been identified as relevant for the
development of PF:

These conceptual requirements can be seen as general
design guidelines for the development of PF. One major
issue for the development of prognostics is the need to
verify the capability to predict future states with a
predefined accuracy and robustness. Therefore quantitative
requirements are needed in addition to the set of qualitative
ones given above, that enable the evaluation of uncertain
test results. Based on previous studies regarding suitable
approaches for performance assessment of prognostic
functions (Saxena et. al, 2008), Airbus Defence & Space has
derived a set of quantitative requirements that can be used
for verification of the performance of any PF:


The system shall ensure a Prognosis Capability Rate
(PCR) of more than X%.



The absolute Percentage Error (PE) of RUL predictions
shall always be less than X% of the actual RUL.



The Uncertainty of RUL Predictions (PU) shall always
be less than X% of the predicted RUL.



The prognostic function shall achieve a False Positives
Rate (FPR) of less than X%.



The prognostic function shall achieve a False Negatives
Rate (FNR) of less than X%.

The following definitions are used for these requirements:


The Prognosis Capability Rate PCR is defined as (FRP
= Failure Rates of components with prognostic
capabilities; FRSYS = System Failure Rate):
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PCR 



(21)

RUL50% PoF  RUL
 100
RUL

RUL95% PoF  RUL5% PoF
 100
RUL50% PoF

RUL50% PoF  RUL
 100   X %
RUL

(23)

(24)

False Negatives Rate is defined as:
FNR 

RUL50% PoF  RUL
 100   X %
RUL

(25)

These requirements are covering all relevant aspects that are
needed to verify the performance and robustness of a PF
during the development stage and for performance
monitoring during service.
3. CONCLUSION
The implementation of enhanced health monitoring and
failure prognosis functions is one prerequisite to enable
condition-based operations. The motivation for the
development of such capabilities is driven from the need to
establish competitive solutions for aerospace applications,
enhancing availability and mission reliability, while
reducing operation & support costs. The development of an
integrated health management system requires dedicated
requirements and processes for identification of the optimal
problem specific solutions for diagnostics & prognostics
and to enable validation & verification during the system
design stage. The concept for requirements definition and
prognostic performance evaluation presented in this paper
has been successfully applied during preceding development
programs. Future research activities will focus on the
extension of the requirements framework with concepts for
cost-benefit analyses to further maturate the development
framework for diagnostic & prognostic functions.
NOMENCLATURE
Symbols




L
mj

Accuracy value for performance evaluation
Prognostic error
Waste of useful life
Number of Prognostic Performance Criteria
Training dataset for prognostics

M
p
Q
T



Number of datasets for training of prognostics
Prognostic performance criterion
Number of datasets for testing of prognostics
Operating Time
Data frame size metric

Abbreviations
(22)

False Positives Rate is defined as:
FPR 



FR SYS

 100

The Uncertainty of RUL Predictions PU is defined as:

PU 


P

The Percentage Error of RUL predictions PE is defined
as:
PE 



 FR

BIT
CDF
CI
COM
DCR
DF
EoL
EoP
FN
FP
FPR
FNR
LL (ll)
MAD
MAPE
PA
PBC
PCR
PDF
PE
PF
PH
PHM
PP
PU
RUL
RUL*
SSD
UL (ul)

Build-In-Test
Cumulative Distribution Function
Condition Indicator
COndition Monitoring Function
Diagnostics Capability Rate
Diagnostic Function
End of Life
End of Preditiction
False Negatives
False Positives
False Positives Rate
False Negatives Rate
Lower Limit
Mean Absolute Deviation from Median
Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Prognostic Accuracy
Performance Based Contracting
Prognostics Capability Rate
Probability Density Function
Absolute Percentage Error of RUL predictions
Prognostic Function
Prognostic Horizon
Prognostics and Health Management
Prognostic Precision
Uncertainty of RUL predictions
Remaining Useful Life
Remaining Useful Life predictions
Sample Standard Deviation
Upper Limit
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